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Introduction to Volume III: Sinitic
This volume of the set is devoted to articles about the Sinitic varieties, particularly the
historical development of this branch of the family.
We begin in Section A with studies on Old Chinese, in particular the identification of word
families (“groups of words which may be suspected of being cognate” Karlgren 1956: 1), a
methodology followed by every major figure working on historical linguistics in SinoTibetan. The first application of this concept within Sino-Tibetan is probably Stuart
Wolfenden’s 1928 article on word families in Tibetan, but as Walter Simon (1942: 3)
mentions, Wolfenden’s work in this area got a boost from our first article in this volume,
Bernhard Karlgren’s “Word families in Chinese” (1933). Karlgren’s basic insight is that
“. . . Chinese does not consist of so and so many thousands of independent monosyllables,
none of them cognate to any others; in Chinese, as in all other languages, the words form
families, groups of cognate words formed from one and the same primary stem” (1933: 9).
Because of this, in doing internal reconstruction and in doing comparative work we need to
first identify as many members of a particular world family as possible, and then analyse all
of the members of the word family in order to isolate the root and affixes, if possible, in
doing internal reconstruction, and also to identify the correct cognate forms when comparing
with other languages (see also Wolfenden 1937 in Volume 1). This paper deals only with the
internal identification of word families in Old Chinese. Except for a short note at the very end
that some of the alternations involve “different parts of speech or similar grammatical
distinctions” (p. 119), Karlgren does not discuss the variations as derivation, though he
develops this idea a bit more in Karlgren 1949, comparing it to inflection in Indo-European
languages. Karlgren says this very long paper is just a “short preliminary note” (p. 10), and
he will expound on word families at greater length later, but from this article we can see the
tremendous amount of work that went into collecting and comparing the different words to
group 693 of them into word families. We of course could disagree with certain of his
decisions, and with his reconstructions of Archaic (Old) Chinese, which are what he is often
basing his families on, but we cannot deny that this article led to a lot of very useful work in
Chinese historical phonology and morphology, and is still a valuable resource on its own.
Karlgren himself says (1933: 59), “The purport of the tables should not be misunderstood. I
am very far from affirming that all the words in each group are cognate; I only mean to say
they may be suspected of being cognate. In a few cases the affinity is absolutely obvious and
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certain. In many more it is strongly probable. In the rest it is only possible and at least worth
discussion. So each small “family group” has to be considered merely as a kind of frame,
containing materials from which a choice will have to be made in future. Definite results can
only be gained by comparative Sinitic researches, for the phonetic similarity can sometimes
very well be deceptive.” And later (1956: 1) says of this paper, “My list was, of course, only
tentative: in a great many of the cases adduced the affinity is obvious and undeniable, in other
cases it is only probable or even merely possible and it was left to future research to
determine which of the stem alternations proposed could be proved”.
The second article, Karlgren 1956, “Cognate words in the Chinese phonetic series”, is a short
follow-up on Karlgren’s 1933 paper on word families, showing how the Chinese intellectuals
who created the Chinese characters must have understood the word family relations among
the members of many word families because of the way they used the same character to
represent two words, or used similar characters to represent related words. He distinguishes
cases where a element is used purely as a phonetic and cases where what might be considered
the phonetic is in fact the basic root, for example he argues that 牙 ‘tooth’ and 芽 ‘sprout’ are
the same word, and the second character is simply disambiguated by the addition of the
‘grass’ radical, but 訝 ‘to welcome, receive’ is different in that the ‘tooth’ character has been
borrowed (假借) for its sound alone, and then later disambiguated from ‘tooth’ with the ‘to
speak’ radical, and so only in this case can we talk about the character being a combination of
phonetic and radical. He gives pairs of words that he argues are variants of the same root,
organized by the type of variation in initial or final (all together 546 characters are discussed,
but this involves more than 546 words, as Karlgren only gives one number to a character used
for two different words).
Karlgren stopped at identifying the variations and argued the alternations were part of
Archaic Chinese. In some cases that is all we can do, though in many cases we can identify
the morphology involved in the variations. Although aware of tonal variations, he did not
deal with them, saying, “It would not do simply to apply the Ancient Chinese tones to the
Archaic Chinese words, and it is doubtful if we can ever arrive at a detailed knowledge of the
Archaic Chinese tone system” (1933: 59). The third article in this set, Downer’s seminal
article, “Derivation by tone change in Classical Chinese” (1959), does try to make sense of
the tonal variations. It was inspired by Wang Li’s (1958) insight that at least some of the
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tonal variation can be considered morphological derivation, with the píng, shǎng, and rù
tones considered basic, and many of the qù tones considered derived.1 Downer attempts to
develop this idea. He gives a long list of forms broken down into the different types of
semantic contrast between the two forms. He also mentions the alternation in voicing of
initial segment in some pairs of words (including forms that also contrast in tone), and sees a
similarity in the sorts of derivations found. Although he is aware of Haudricourt’s suggestion
of an *-s suffix as the source of the qù tone, he does not discuss that and sees the variants
simply as a difference in tone. He seems to not accept the possibility of affixes in Chinese. In
his discussion of the difference in voicing of initials he says “. . . it is difficult to account for
the incidence of voiced and voiceless initials. It seems that here there is only alternation, no
system of derivation being demonstrable” (p. 263).2 Now the idea of an *-s suffix as the
origin of the qù tone is generally accepted, and although there is still controversy about what
affixes there were other than that and what they did, there is general agreement that affixation
was a part of the earliest stages of Chinese, and Proto-Sino-Tibetan as well (see LaPolla 1994,
2017a).
The next article, Mei Tsu-lin’s 1970 classic, “Tones and prosody in Middle Chinese and the
origin of the rising tone” brings together evidence from modern dialects, Buddhist sources
with descriptions of Middle Chinese, and old Sino-Vietnamese loans to support Pulleyblank’s
(1962) proposal that a glottal stop was the origin of the shǎng (rising) tone, a hypothesis that
is now widely accepted. From the Buddhist sources Prof. Mei concludes that “the tonal
system of Middle Chinese around the eighth century is found to be (1) level tone: long, level,
and low; (2) rising tone: short, level, and high; (3) departing tone: longishness about to be
lost and probably high in pitch and rising in contour; and (4) entering tone: short, with
uncertain pitch and contour” (p. 110) and given that there are some Min varieties that still
have glottal stop in the rising tone, and given that the old (Han era) Sino-Vietnamese loans
also point to a final glottal stop in those loan words, and given that glottal stop has been
1
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Forrest (1960) followed Haudricout’s view of the qù tone being due to an *-s suffix and equated it with the -s
suffix in Old Tibetan.
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there is rhyming or xiéshēng “contact” between rù tone (stopped) and qù tone (non-stopped) words (instead of
an affix added after the stop final that led to its loss, as Haudricourt had suggested), as it is then not a tonal or
affixal difference but a difference in final. This limits his thinking on the matter.
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shown in other related languages to develop into a high tone, he concludes that the rising tone
should have originated in a glottal stop.3
Our fifth paper returns to the methodology of word families, in this case trying to find
morphological explanations for the variant forms, unlike Karlgren, who thought there was no
discernable pattern that could be identified. Prof. Edwin G. Pulleyblank has quite a few
papers on this issue, and here we reproduce two of them. The first one is his “Some new
hypotheses concerning word families in Chinese” (1973a), a follow-up to his two-part 1962
article on word families mentioned above in the discussion of Prof. Mei’s article. This article
discusses the *-s suffix which is said to have resulted in the departing tone; a voiced glottal
fricative prefix which he argues was the source of the voiced/voiceless initial alternations; an
*s- prefix which in some cases has a causative or transitivising function; an *r- prefix with a
causative sense; and a vocalic ablaut. Prof. Pulleyblank presents word families in Chinese
and Tibetan to support the reconstruction of these features in Chinese, and to show the
parallels in the morphology between the two branches of the family. He also gives evidence
from Chinese renderings (transcriptions) of foreign terms (expounded on more fully in the
next article) in support of the *-s suffix. In support of his idea of a voiced prefix as the source
of the voiced/voiceless initial variants he equates this prefix with the Tibetan prefix འ , which
appears often as prenasalisation before consonants in modern dialects, and has been argued to
have been a voiced velar or glottal fricative in Old Tibetan (Coblin 2002, Hill 2009). As
discussed in LaPolla 2017a, the association of this Tibetan prefix with the Chinese voicing
distinctions is problematic, as the Tibetan form did not have that function, and the voicing
alternations are independent of that prefix. Currently some scholars argue that the variants
were due to an *s- prefix (e.g. Dai 2001, Gong 2000, 2001, Phua 2004, Mei 2012) while
Sagart and Baxter (2010, 2012) argue for an *N- prefix as the cause of many of the voicing
contrasts said by the others to be due to *s-. My own view, argued in LaPolla 2017a, is that
“all three phenomena exist; while some of the voicing distinctions can be shown to be due to
either an *s- prefix or a *nasal prefix, we need to also recognize the possibility that some of
the voicing contrasts can’t be explained by either of these prefixes and so are an independent
phenomenon” (p. 32). The *s- prefix in Chinese and its correspondence with a similar prefix
in many Tibeto-Burman languages is well accepted, though as mentioned above, there is
3
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controversy about which particular words it applied to in Chinese. The next few items
discussed by Pulleyblank are not so well accepted, but stimulated thought about the issues he
is trying to address. The first is what he initially calls an “*-r- infix associated with causative
meaning” (p. 118),4 but then a couple of lines down he says, “This could well reflect an
original r prefix which has left its trace as retroflexion of the following dental initial” (p. 118),
and he compares it with the r- prefix in Tibetan, so it seems he intends it to be a prefix in the
proto-language. Next he talks about vowel variations or ablaut, though does not give any
meaning associated with the differences, so this does not seem to be derivational morphology.
One very important contribution of this article is the move beyond the more limited sense of
word family of Karlgren and others to allowing any sort of variation. As Pulleyblank
discusses, Karlgren limited his word families to words that had finals of the same kind, and
he mentions Tōdō Akiyasu’s 1962 etymological dictionary of word families as being even
more strict in terms of limiting the word families to words that were in the same rhyme
category in the Shījīng. But there is no reason to be so strict. Pulleyblank gives a number of
word families that show different types of variations, in initial, in final, or in vowel.5
The next article, also by Pulleyblank (1973b, “Some further evidence regarding Old Chinese
*-s and its time of disappearance”) is also a follow-up on his 1962 article. In the 1962 article
Prof. Pulleyblank had given evidence from Chinese translations of foreign words for the
persistence of a sibilant final in some words in the departing (qù) tone until the third century
CE, and in this article he presents more evidence to push that date back to the sixth century
CE in some areas. He also gives a justification for the use of transcription (transliteration)
evidence in historical linguistics, which up to that time had not been widely used. He
hypothesises that in those finals where there was no longer the original *-s (< *-ts), there was
still a final *-h (< *-s) at the time the tone categories were recognised (late 5th century), and
all the words with sibilant finals were considered departing tone words.
The next article is only one of many I could have included from the many important works
produced by W. South Coblin on the dialects of the Western and Eastern Han dynasty periods
4
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meaning; Sagart 1999b gives its meaning as ‘repeated or strenuous action’, but Sagart 2001 says it “derives
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based on sound glosses, transcriptions, and other relevant materials (see the 15 works listed
for Prof. Coblin between 1977 and 1994 in the references below). This was before he turned
to looking at the dialects of the Tang period, the Qing period, and the modern period (e.g.
Coblin 2005, 2011; see Simmons & Van Auken 2014 for a full listing of Prof. Coblin’s
publications up to 2014). The book Fang Yan (The speech of different locales) is an obvious
source for people looking for dialect material, and Serruys had done important work on this
(1955, 1959, et al.), but was criticised by Miller (1975) for assuming that the words in the
Fang Yan were cognate. Prof. Coblin acknowledges that many of the sets are not cognate, but
goes on to give lists of words that we could see as cognate, and compares them in terms of
differing in initial, final, or tone, showing that there is regularity to the differences in the
forms that could help us identify different dialects.
Up to this point, the work we have been looking at generally followed Karlgren’s view that
the Qièyùn (601 CE), on which Karlgren based his reconstruction of Ancient Chinese (now
more often called “Middle Chinese”) was a real language and was a direct descendant of
Archaic Chinese (roughly 1000 BCE, now called “Old Chinese”), and so the latter could be
reconstructed at least partly on the basis of working backward from the former. Our next
article, Jerry L. Norman & W. South Coblin’s, “A new approach to Chinese historical
linguistics” (1996), breaks with that tradition, pointing out the problems with these
assumptions and the whole methodology of relying solely on rhyme books and written
materials rather than spoken dialect data in doing Chinese historical linguistics, and arguing
for a more empirical approach to Chinese historical linguistics and dialect studies. It argues
that the Qièyùn not only does not represent the Cháng’ān dialect of the Súi period, as
Karlgren had assumed, it does not represent the phonological system of any single variety (as
also argued by a number of the most eminent Chinese scholars), “. . . it is rather an inventory
of a tradition of phonological glossing. As such, the Chiehyunn system is not really a
language in any common sense of the term” (p. 580). As it does not represent the spoken
language of any particular place or time, the Qièyùn (Chiehyunn) system cannot be the origin
of the modern dialects. The modern dialects derive from earlier spoken languages. As Prof.
Norman also argues in his 2014 article, the sources used for reconstructing Middle and Old
Chinese are heterogeneous, and so can’t reflect a single variety, and so we should work back
from the spoken languages and reconstruct a much simpler proto-system. To do proper work
on reconstructing Chinese, scholars need to collect full descriptions of modern and earlier
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documented dialects, compare the different dialects using the comparative method, and also
work out the migration history to try to explain how the varieties came to be the way they are.
These ideas were largely due to Prof. Norman,6 who was, to Prof. Coblin (2013: 222), “the
most original thinker in the field of Chinese linguistics encountered in nearly fifty years spent
in the field. Simply put, he changed forever the way we perceive and think about Chinese”.7
The ideas presented in this article, like some of Prof. Norman’s other ideas, were ahead of
their time and did not go down well with many of those working within the established
traditions, and so aside from some of Prof. Norman’s students and colleagues who have
focused on natural dialect data (e.g. Prof. Coblin, Kevin O’Connor, Richard V. Simmons,
David Prager Branner, Zev Handel—see also LaPolla 2001 on the migrations and their
influence on the dialects), most in the field did not heed the call of this article and are still
mainly working within the old tradition based on the old problematic assumptions.
The final two papers in this section are on the grammar of Old Chinese. As mentioned (and
criticised) in Norman & Coblin’s paper, not much attention was paid to the grammar and
lexicon of Old Chinese or later periods, as the focus was only on the phonology.
In Derek D. Herforth’s paper, “A case of radical ambiguity in Old Chinese: Some notes
toward a discourse-based grammar” (1987), the point is not so much a description of the
grammar, though some of that is included, but how readers of Old Chinese can understand
expressions in context even though there is no redundancy in the language, and so all
interpretation is context dependent. Although not mentioned by Herforth, the article is in line
with W. von Humboldt’s view that Chinese “consigns all grammatical form of the language
to the work of the mind” (1863[1988]: 230), and it presages David Gil’s work on Riau
Indonesian, showing how little grammatical structure is necessary for communication (e.g.
Gil 1994, 2008, 2013). It also presages the constructionist approach, as it argues that much of
the interpretation is based on the overall construction of the expression (see LaPolla 2013 for
a constructionist approach to Modern Mandarin). It was also influential in the development of
the ideas initially expressed in LaPolla 1990, 1993, 1995. Working with Chinese and seeing
6
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how different languages can be in terms of what they make explicit and what they don’t led
me also to an understanding of communication that does not assume a coding-decoding
model, but instead depends on abductive inference of the communicator’s intention in
performing an act that the communicator intends for the addressee to infer the intention of
(e.g. LaPolla 2015). My one quibble with the article is that it makes a distinction between
topic and subject on the basis of semantics rather than any grammatical features, and so
argues that topics cannot be arguments of the verb. This is a very different use of the terms
from the usual typological literature, where topic is a pragmatic notion, what the clause is
about (whether or not it is an argument of the verb), and subject is a grammatical notion that
must be shown to have grammaticalised in the language.
The last paper in this section, Sun Chaofen’s “The adposition YI and word order in classical
Chinese” (1991), discusses the history and distribution of phrases formed with yǐ 以, which
Sun treats as an adposition (in Old Chinese it had verbal uses as well). He shows that within
the adposition phrase (AP) yǐ can occur before or after its complement, i.e. as preposition or
postposition, and the whole adposition phrase can occur before or after the verb, though the
postpositional AP cannot appear postverbally. Based on topic continuity counts of the type
used in Givón (1983), he argues that the position of the prepositional AP before or after the
verb is related to discourse-pragmatic factors—the preverbal type is more likely to be used in
contrastive contexts. Sun also suggests that the postpositional, preverbal AP is the archaic
order, in contrast to some scholars who argued that it was a newer order.
In Section B we turn to the modern varieties of Sinitic.
The first paper, written entirely in the International Phonetic Alphabet, as was the custom for
the journal of the International Phonetic Association, is the very famous and often cited but
rarely read classic by Prof. Yuen Ren Chao introducing his system for transcribing tones and
intonation. This system has become standard in Sino-Tibetan studies and beyond. It involves
seeing the tones as being on a five-level scale, and so the tones can be represented using
numerals that refer to the levels, e.g. 33 for a mid level tone, and 53 for a high falling tone.
He also created “tone letters” for expressing the same concept, such as ˧ (= 33) and ˥˧ (= 53).
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The second paper is also a classic by Prof. Chao, in this case a classic for Structuralist
linguistics generally, and is not normally thought of as a paper on Chinese linguistics, even
though it uses examples from Chinese varieties. It points out the fact that a phonemic analysis
is a model of a language, and different models may be constructed for different purposes, and
so an analysis is not correct or incorrect, but good or bad for particular purposes. Prof. Chao
puts forward a new and broader concept of the phoneme: “A phoneme is one of an exhaustive
list of classes of sounds in a language, such that every word in the language can be given as
an ordered series of one or more of these classes and such that two different words which are
not considered as having the same pronunciation differ in the order or in the constituency of
the classes which make up the word” (pp. 39-40). Prof. Chao points out that this proposal
“leaves unspecified the scope of the word ‘sound’ as regards size and kind, i.e. the degree of
analysis into successive elements and the degree of differentiation into kinds” (p. 40), and so
the phoneme is not limited to individual segments. This concept was echoed by Firth (1957),
and has recently been developed in Chinese linguistics by Shen Ruiqing, building on the
concept of emergent phonology. Another thing that sets Prof. Chao’s view apart from much
modern work is his awareness of the temporal aspect of communicative interaction,
something that was lost in the latter part of the 20th century, as scholars just worked with
abstract symbols on paper (and so talk about “left edge” or “right edge” phenomena, showing
how divorced they are from actual speech). Only recently have efforts within Interactional
Linguistics attempted to bring temporality back into linguistic analysis (e.g. Auer 2009,
Hopper 2011).
Prof. Chao’s article was considered very important in the development of Structuralist
linguistics. Voegelin and Voegelin (1963:79) said that “one of the longest critical
bibliographies in the history of 20th century linguistics will be concerned with tracing the
reactions that followed Yuen-ren Chao’s stimulus”. Because of this importance it was
selected for inclusion in Martin Joos’ Readings in Linguistics (1957), a selection of important
works in the Structuralist tradition.8
We see in Prof. Chao’s paper an ability to think in an unbiased way about issues from
different perspectives. One thing that strikes a reader of early 20th century linguistics articles
8
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is the free-thinking nature of the discussions. This changed in the latter part of the 20th
century in the US, as Chomskyan dogma held sway. The next three articles are included here
to show how differently people could think about certain issues, as discussed by Chao as well,
in this case, how to analyse the phonemic system of the Beijing dialect of Chinese. The first
one is Charles F. Hockett’s “Peiping phonology” (1947), which argues for a different
approach to phonology based on a non-traditional conception of distinctive features, where
what is important is identifying a small set of “determining features” as opposed to
“determined features”, which allow us to create a minimal set of such features for
distinguishing the different phonemes of the language. Like Chao and Firth, Hockett also
argues for a non-linear approach to phonology, quite different from late 20th century
phonology, which as I mentioned was based on left-to-right written data, and so depended
quite a bit on linearity. Hockett says (p. 255), “Phonological description thus consists of: (a) a
list of the determining features (with alternative statements if alternatives exist); (b) a
statement of the arrangements in which determining features occur in utterances; (c) a
statement of the circumstances under which each determined feature occurs”.9 The rest of the
article is an application of this approach to the Beijing dialect of Chinese.
The next is Fang-Kuei Li’s short article, “The zero initial and the zero syllabic” (1966),
which I have selected because of Prof. Li’s status in the field,10 but also because it presents a
rather radical analysis, even suggesting the possibility of a vowelless analysis of Mandarin.
The next is Michael Halliday’s article, “A systemic interpretation of Peking syllable finals”
(1992), which argues for an approach that is a combination of the traditional Chinese
approach which Prof. Halliday learned from Wang Li and Luo Changpei with the prosodic
approach which Prof. Halliday learned from J. R. Firth (cf. Firth & Rogers 1937). Prof.
Halliday explains his four principles of analysis: “One is the Chinese phonological principle
whereby all syllables are structured simply as initial plus final. The second is the Firthian
prosodic principle whereby features such as posture (y/a/w) and resonance (nasal/oral) are
9
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treated nonsegmentally. The third is the paradigmatic principle whereby features are
interpreted as terms in systems, each system having a specified condition of entry . . . The
fourth is the dynamic principle whereby the syllable is envisaged as a wave, a periodic
pattern of movement characterized by a kind of ‘flow-and-return'” (p. 435). Prof. Halliday’s
approach is highly original and insightful, and not based on segmental phonemes, and the
article contrasts the prosodic approach and the traditional segmental approach. It also
suggests a typology of features, but one that is quite different from that of Hockett, as it
classifies the syllables in terms of the initial and final prosodic systems, the initial systems
being “alignment (place)” (pointed vs. flat), “manner”, “voice onset” (early (unaspirated) vs.
late (aspirated)), and “posture” (a-posture vs. y-posture vs. w-posture) and the final systems
being “posture” (a-posture vs. y-posture vs. w-posture), “resonance” (oral vs. nasal),
“aperture” (close, half-close, open), and “tone” (high level, mid rising, low rising, falling).
“Posture shift” within the syllable is seen as yet another prosodic system.
We now turn to two articles on non-Mandarin varieties. The first is Jerry L. Norman’s “Tonal
development in Min” (1973), which is relevant to Section A, as it was sort of a forerunner of
the article by Norman & Coblin discussed there, but as it is about a single group, Min, it is
included here. It uses the comparative method to reconstruct the system of initial stops in
Proto-Min in order to explain the tonal and initial correspondences between the different Min
dialects. In doing this it shows that a six-way system of initial stops (plus voiceless resonants)
is needed to explain the correspondences, which implies that the Qièyùn system, which only
has a three-way system of initial stops, cannot be the ancestor of the Min group. What has
stimulated a lot of interest in this article is Norman’s reconstruction of a series of “softened
initials”, which he suggests might have been due to some sort of prefix.11 This has stimulated
much work on this question, e.g. Handel 2003, 2010a-b, and Baxter 2014.
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Our next item, Mantaro J. Hashimoto’s 199212 article “Hakka in Wellentheorie perspective”,
could have been included in Volume 2, as it deals with language contact, but as it is mainly
about a single branch of Sinitic, Hakka, I have included it here. It is very much the sort of
dialect geography discussed in the introduction to Volume 2 of this set, in this case as a way
to identify what is unique about the Hakka varieties, and to show how the correspondences
between initials and tones is due to a particular wave of migration out of the Central Plains,
which forms a ring around the Central Plains (see the maps given in the article). This also ties
in with Prof. Chao and Prof. Norman’s work on the dialects, as it argues for the same
empirical approach involving comparing existing varieties.
Next we have Anne Oi-kan Yue-Hashimoto’s “The lexicon in syntactic change: Lexical
diffusion in Chinese syntax” (1993a). I’ve mentioned above how little attention had been
given to the grammar of Sinitic varieties other than Mandarin due to the nature of how
fieldwork on the dialects simply involved asking people how to say certain characters so the
researcher could see how that dialect related to Middle Chinese, plus there was the mistaken
assumption that the grammar of the Sinitic varieties is basically the same, yet one researcher,
Anne Oi-kan Yue-Hashimoto, has steadfastly been working on the grammar of the different
varieties (see for example Yue-Hashimoto 1993b, Yue 2017), aside from her excellent work
on Cantonese. A student of William S-Y. Wang and also of Yuen Ren Chao, she has taken
from both teachers a concern for the non-Mandarin varieties of Sinitic and for an empirical
approach. In this paper she argues for applying Prof. Wang’s approach of looking at the
spread of change through a language, generally discussed as “lexical diffusion” (e.g. Wang
1969, 1979; Wang & Lien 1993), but in this case applied to grammatical changes.13 She
combines this with the geographical approach of Mantaro Hashimoto (her husband) and the
language contact that is made manifest by looking at the distribution of forms to argue that
there is stratification of language due to contact (see also Yue-Hashimoto 1991) and that the
strata can influence each other and create hybrid forms, much like Prof. Wang and Prof. Lien
had shown for phonology.
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Although she calls what she is doing “lexical diffusion in Chinese grammar” in the article (p. 241), she is

actually looking at constructions, and is in a sense ahead of her time in recognizing that grammaticalisation is of
constructions, not individual words.
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Our last article in this volume, Randy J. LaPolla’s “Arguments against 'subject' and 'direct
object' as viable concepts in Chinese” (1993), argues that the sort of restricted neutralisations
in certain constructions that we associate with the ideas of “subject” and “direct object”, to
the extent that they exist, are grammaticalised, and so there is no certainty that all languages
will have them, and they must be justified on grammatical grounds for such terms to be used.
The article surveys a large number of constructions in Chinese usually associated with
grammatical relations, and finds that Mandarin Chinese has not grammaticalised such
restricted neutralisations, and so there is no validity in talking about grammatical relations in
Chinese. As Yuen Ren Chao (1955, 1959, 1968) and Lü Shuxiang (1979) had argued, all
clauses in Chinese are topic-comment, and so, as they pointed out, what they called “subject”
or “zhǔyǔ” in Chinese is not a grammatical relation, but simply a topic. As argued in LaPolla
1990, 1995, 2009, and LaPolla & Poa 2005, 2006, word order is based on a simple principle
of information structure, with topical elements occurring before the verb, and non-topical and
focal elements occurring after the verb. This simple principle can explain all of the word
order patterns in Mandarin Chinese. This expanded the typology of alignment systems to
include language with no alignment, like Chinese. This view was not widely accepted when it
was first proposed, as most linguists at the time simply imposed prefabricated generative
metalanguages based on English (e.g. LFG, GPSG, HPSG, GB, etc.) onto Chinese, without
questioning whether the categories assumed actually were manifested in the language. The
work presented here actually developed out of an attempt to apply the Lexical Mapping
Theory of LFG to Chinese. When done honestly, it didn’t work, and this led to using a
framework that did not assume grammatical relations as universals (Role and Reference
Grammar) as a way to understand why Chinese was so different from other languages. Now
there is more of a trend to analyse languages on their own terms, and so the view expounded
here is becoming more accepted within the field of linguistic typology and also in the field of
Chinese linguistics, including being supported in a recent paper by Prof. Shen Jiaxuan,
Director of the Institute of Linguistics in the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (Shen
2017).
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